
INCREASE EFFICIENCY, PRODUCTIVITY AND MAXIMISE ASSET LIFEi

Q U A L I T Y  C U S T O M E R  S O L U T I O N S

IN-FURNACE 
THERMAL GLASS  
SURVEYS 



AMETEK LAND IN-FURNACE THERMAL 
GLASS SURVEYS ALLOW YOU TO GAIN 
INSIGHT INTO THE THERMAL PROCESSES 
IN YOUR GLASS MELT TANK WITH 
ACCURATE REAL-TIME TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENTS. 

AMETEK LAND HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING 
PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1947. 
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN NON-CONTACT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND 
COMBUSTION MONITORING WITH APPLICATIONS ACROSS DIVERSE INDUSTRIES 
SUCH AS STEEL AND GLASS MAKING, POWER GENERATION AND CEMENT 
MANUFACTURE. 

As part of AMETEK Process & Analytical Instruments Division since 2006, our 
customers benefit from the worldwide AMETEK sales and service team.

E X A M P L E S  O F  H O W  A  S U R V E Y  C A N  H E L P

IIN-FURNACE THERMAL GLASS SURVEYS

A SURVEY CAN HELP YOU IDENTIFY HOW TO: 

 Improve productivity with optimised pull rates
 Increase thermal and combustion efficiency
 Extend campaign life and asset refractory protection
 Reduce energy consumption with optimisation of  
 flame pattern
 Ensure emissions compliance 

A survey is not an alternative to a conventional 
traditional refractory inspection but a supplementary 
and unique  service for thermal optimisation of furnaces 
with real time and recorded images for analysis.

IN-FURNACE  
THERMAL  
GLASS SURVEYS 

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS 
 Float Glass   Container Glass
 Borosilicate Glass  Fibre Glass 
 Melt Furnaces

 TOO MUCH / LITTLE COOLING
See when there is either too much or insufficient cooling 
at the metal line. By utilising a negative image, the lighter 
points show where there may be too much cooling which 
leads to increased 
energy (emissions) but 
increases the wear of 
the refractory as the 
batch piles drag along 
the refractory.  Similar 
holes and cold spots 
can frequently be seen 
at the skew.  

 

 REFRACTORY AREAS BELOW 1388 °C
Highlight, using an isotherm function in thermal imaging 
software, refractory areas which are below 1388 and where 
NaOH can condense and corrode silica refractory.

 RAT HOLES
Identify the location of 
a small rat-hole, before 
it becomes apparent 
on the exterior, making 
it easier and less costly 
to repair than a large 
one. A further survey 
can then confirm that 
the repair has been 
successful, reducing 
any re-work.
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REPORTING
The report provided post survey identifies areas of concern 
and recommendations for further investigation.

NIR-B GlassLancom 4

IN-FURNACE THERMAL
GLASS SURVEY PACKAGES 

AVAILABLE

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Our surveys include service, equipment rental and reporting.

TAILORED SERVICES
Conducted by our experienced engineers, each survey 
includes a site induction, pre-meeting, set-up and thermal 
survey from a specific number of furnace locations.

In partnership with Simpson Combustion and Energy
consultancy, we undertake advanced combustion analysis.

MARKET LEADING TECHNOLOGY
Our surveys use the latest near infrared borescope thermal 
imagers (NIR-B Glass) to return precise temperature 
measurements from the inside of your furnace, creating 
detailed and live high-resolution images for analysis, in 
combination with our Lancom 4 portable multigas analyser 
for measuring up to eight flue gases in combustion and 
emissions processes.

Optimised for measuring high temperatures between  
1000  - 1800 °C (1832  - 3272 °F), the NIR-B Glass  
continuously measures temperatures in high resolution 
(1968 x 1472 pixels) giving nearly 3 million temperature 
points and allowing the operator to zoom in on specific 
refractory details, particularly useful in large furnaces, to 
reveal potential wear and damage.  The imager connects  
to a Windows PC running dedicated image processing 
software for accurate data analysis.

Adding more value, AMETEK Land is able to offer additional 
advanced combustion surveys to optimise your furnace.

 PARTIAL COLD REPAIR

Monitor the refractory temperatures above 1000 °C and indicate 
undesirable variance when the refractory is being re-utilised as 
part of a partial cold repair.

 FURNACE  
 HEAT-UP

Support a furnace heat-
up, either in isolation or 
in combination with a 
permanent static NIR-B 
Glass thermal imager, to 
get full furnace field of 
view.

 CFD MODEL VALIDATION 
Validate a CFD model specifically when used as part of 
troubleshooting. 

 THERMAL NOx   
 GENERATION

Establish which flames 
have higher intensity and 
therefore potential to 
generate higher thermal 
NOx.



DISCOVER HOW OUR BROAD RANGE OF NON-CONTACT 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND COMBUSTION & EMISSIONS 

PRODUCTS OFFER A SOLUTION FOR YOUR PROCESS 
WWW.AMETEK-LAND.COM

IN-FURNACE THERMAL  
GLASS SURVEYS 

SURVEY PACKAGES
We have a range of standard packages available, alternatively we can undertake an initial survey based on 
an agreed number of days to establish critical points and a time-line for further surveys.

Warm Up Silver
(Standard)

Gold
(Standard+)

platinUm
(ExpErt)

On-site Survey Duration (max days) 2 2 3 4

Locations (min) 2 2 4 4

Coverage

Air + Oxy Fuel ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Air + Oxy Fuel + Combustion ✔ ✔

Equipment

NIR-B Glass  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lancom 4 ✔ ✔

Report/Outcome

Findings & recommendations report with static images ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Archive and videos including .erf files focused on: ✔ ✔

Air/Oxy Fuel

     - Illustration of the basic thermal distribution of the furnace ✔ ✔ 

     - Furnace isotherms and temperature profiles ✔ ✔   

Air Fuel only

     - Basic combustion analysis ✔

      - Simple NOx analysis ✔

      - NOx and flame coloration analysis ✔

     - Furnace operation and output to control system analysis  ✔

     - Fuel balance, flame shape, flame distribution analysis ✔

Oxy Fuel only

     - Burner block inspection (where possible) ✔ ✔

     - Fuel balance, flame shape, flame distribution analysis ✔

     - Flame impact on batch patterns and surrounding 
refractories analysis

✔

     -  Furnace operation and output to control system analysis ✔

      - Exhaust port measurements ✔
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